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Student
group
supports
workers

Judo team takes part in Inner City Games

VOL. 117, No. 66

TO OUR
READERS
The Spartan Daily will cease
publication for the fall semester on
Tuesday, Dec. 11.
Finals start on Dec. 13.
The Daily will resume publication us
Jan. 23, 2002.

By

WEATHER
PARTLY CLOUDY
High: 61
Low: 45

OPINION
’Oz-mosis’
reflects on
what he
learned this
semester, and
how ’Shetty’
some people
can be.

After some
soul searching, ’My
Journal’ dis
covers she is
actually in the
right major.
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SPORTS

Dave Williams, second from right, talks to Angelina Togotogo,
during a cookout to celebrate the completion of the first judo tournament of the kids in the Inner City Games. Togotogo won second

JaShong King / Daily Stall
place in her weight division, and Jaskaran Sohi, left, and Charles
Bernal, second from left, won first and second respectively in their
divisions.

SJSU connects with kids
lt

K Arun Kerstan
IJ5. H WRITER
During the cold late afternoon
hours Tuesday, children laughed
and played around the barbecue
area near Paseo de Cesar
Chavez, as adults in aprons
grilled hot dogs and hamburgers.
Nearly 50 primary school kids
showed up on campus for an
awards ceremony to honor their
involvement in the Inner-City Games program hosted by San
Jose State University.
The children were part of a

pilot program at SJSU that consisted of a 10-week judo course
taught by Dave Williams, judo
instructor and 1996 Olympic
judo alternate.
The program was a first for
Williams, he said, and a rewarding experience.
"Not a day went by when
those kids didn’t do something
that amazed me," he said.
Williams said the children in
the program not only learned
judo, but discipline, dedication
and self-confidence as well.
According to John Poch, exec-

utive director of the program at
SJSU, the Inner-City Games got
its start in Los Angeles by actor
Arnold Schwarzenegger.
Partial funding for the program comes from sponsorship by
Hummer, makers of the Hummer automobile, and the San
Jose City Parks and Recreation
Department.
But the program is a decentralized organization, according
to its Web site, with dedicated
people running their own local
program.
Poch said he saw a need in the

Senior class contemplating its campus gift
After four years of service,
Spartan football star Deonce
Whitaker is ready to run off to th,
NFL combine.
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The senior class is determining
a gift that will leave behind a trace
of the years in which they studied,
played and partied as Spartans.
Senior students are giving
back to the school that provided
their higher education.

It is a closing chance to radiate
pride, and to choose to deny the
apathetic value that is taught on
this campus, said Abhi Vase, the
director of Senior Gift Committee.
A committee was formed to
fund the present of remembrance.
In past years, they purchased
the Spartan seal at the top level

of the Event Center, a bench that
resides on campus, and the carillon a set of bells in Tower
Hall.
"Current ideas are being
tossed around," Vase said. "An
object on campus such as a bench
or tree, a historical collection of
photographs displayed in a
See GIFT, Page 6

Convocation not an option for some
San Jose State University’s other
hockey club, sometimes known as
the hockey "B" team, is featured
in today’s Sports.
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Though she is graduating
this semester with a degree in
computer science, Christine
Luft said she is concerned about
having to wait until May to participate in a ceremony.
Luft said she would like to
know why her department isn’t
able to hold its own ceremony.
Fall graduates from the

department would receive their
diploma in the mail, but would
have to wait until May to take
part in a graduation ceremony,
she said.
"Parents and family want to
see you (walk down the aisle),"
Luft said. "A paper doesn’t hold
the same meaning."
Luft said she asked about
holding a graduation ceremony
for the computer science and
math department, but was told

E

that the reason why they could
not have one was because too
many students would be participating.
Luft said that didn’t make
sense because departments
with more students, such as
engineering and business, were
able to hold their own ceremonies in the Event Center.
Jerry Setter, dean for the college of computer science and
See GRADS, Page 6

community to start the program
and enlisted the help of
Williams.
"Dave (Williams) and I sat
down one day and worked out
the budget for the program,"
Poch said. "I then left the
instruction and format up to
Dave."
Williams said creating the
program was a challenge but
also a blessing in disguise.
"I had to create a whole new
program that would provide disSee

JUDO.
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Karlie Reiss
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Students for Justice wants to
be a part of the solution of mandating fair working conditions in
factories.
The group’s efforts of getting
San Jose State University on
board with joining the Worker
Rights Consortium has continued for three semesters now.
The group first approached
President Robert Caret by tying
themselves to trees last year to
initiate contact. On Wednesday, it
brought the workers of the former
Kukdong sweatshop to tell their
story of the life behind Spartan
sweatshirts sold in the bookstore.
The Spartan logo is printed on
Nike apparel, and San Jose State
University is embroidered along
Nike sweatshirts and worn
around campus to show pride,
said Dale Weaver, a member of
Students for Justice.
The Kukdong factory in Mexico manufactures Nike products.
Its workers reportedly retaliated
against their management when
their rights were diminished
because they were fed decomposed vegetables and meat.
Former factory workers and
the executive director of Worker
Rights Consortium spoke in the
Loma Prieta Ballroom on
Wednesday to celebrate overcoming their unfair treatment of
physical and verbal abuse.
"Workers would become sick
from the rotten food that they
gave us, and they would blame it
on us," said Marcela Munoz
Tepepa, a worker at the Kukdong
Factory. "We received $3 to $4 a
day, and in Mexico, it takes $10 a
day just to survive."
See LABOR, Page 7

A.S. computer lab
won’t be 24 hours
Its .I(iannie Sc ill.t
\Iii’uS1AFFVk, E
As finals week inches closer
and closer, students can look forward to the new Computer Services Center opening Monday at
the Student Union.
"We will have 100 computer
stations, about 65 laptops available for rent, and in the end we
hope to have about 250 to 300
computers available for the students," said Alfonso De Alba,
executive director for Associated
Students.
De Alba said the goal was to
have the computer services center open and ready for the students by the week of finals.
"By next semester, we hope to
have laptops with wireless access
to the Internet so students can
use the Internet without being
stuck at a station," De Alba said.
"We want to enhance the rental

services and bring in more software programs so we will continue to grow with more services to
offer the students."
De Alba said the Computer
Services Center will consist of
three main components.
"We will be offering rental services, repair and training classes
that will teach basic software
skills and even hardware skills
like building computers and
installing memory," De Alba said.
De Alba said the repair services
would allow students to bring in
their own personal computers and
have them fixed at cost.
"We’re not here to make a
profit on the service," De Alba
said. "Of course, students will
have to pay for the parts, but we
will get them better prices on
parts and service than if they go
to an outside source."
According to A.S. President
See LAB. Page 6

Dinner draws
Israeli support
KS3S’ last Tuneful Tuesdays
showcased bands and free
giveaways in the Student Union
Amphitheater.
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More than 1,000 people
showed up to attend the American Israel Public Affairs Committee dinner Monday night, in a
display of support for Israel.
The dinner was held by the
lobbying organization, which is
known as AIPAC, to raise money
for national programs to increase
education and awareness of
Israeli issues. The organization
also funds lobbyists to go to
Washington, D.C.
Students from San Jose State
University were present at the
event as well as a slough of community members and local public
servants.
"Last night was an opportunity for Jewish students and the
larger community to come
together and show our support

for Israel and take comfort in
being a community," said David
Goodman, president of the Jewish Student Union at SJSU.
Throughout the night, the
speakers reiterated the importance of positive relations between
the United States and Israel, especially in the wake of the suicide
bombings by Palestinian terrorists
in Israel on Saturday.
Security was especially high at
the event, with metal detectors
and bag checks before attendees
could enter the room. Some people said they had never seen such
security measures taken at previous events held by the committee
U.S. Sen. John Edwards,
D-N.C., was the featured speaker
at the event. Edwards, however,
was unable to make the event

see AIPAC,
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Howard Kohr, executive director of the American Israel Public Affairs Committee, speaks during
a dinner held Monday night at the Fairmont Hotel

OnlarOMIgie Daily Stall
in San Jose. A candle was lit and placed on the
podium in remembrance of those killed this past
weekend in Jerusalem.
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Playmate photos do not
qualify as morale booster
support our soldiers, and their
family and loved ones by praying for their souls. Other forms
of true "morale boosters" would
be sending them the Holy Bible,
or just writing them supportive
notes. I heard that at certain
stores you could send emails
directly to our U.S. soldiers. I
understand your desire to do
something for the American
heroes. But before you act,
please think of the grave repercussions that may follow.

Iadmire your support for both
our male and female warriors. However, I am heartbroken at the method of support. It is sad to say, but the
truth must be spoken. Many,
many American, as well as
Afghani, lives will be lost on the
battlefield. And, many, many
souls will be judged. To send
these soldiers (male and female
alike) "Playboy" or any other
form of sensual, lustful and sinful material, is paralleled with
sending them a sign-up sheet for
hell. In times like these, please

Jake Huether
senior
mechanical engineering

’Only God can create a life’
response to J. Martin NystIn
ed’s letter and his comment,
"Only God can create a life."
Only the Creator can create a
life.
Only the Savior can save a
life.

Only the Great Spirit can give
life to our spirit.
Lawrence E. Miller
alumnus
criminal justice

Zoinks. This is it. Last one of
the semester. It’s always
tough writing the last one,
because there’s so much yet to talk
about, but no time.
There was a lot I wanted to tackle with my last column of the
semester U.S. foreign policy, the
history of prejudice and racism,
how George Bush’s tax cut affects
our generation ... OK, who am I
kidding?
So, for those of you who don’t
care for my anti-intellectual ramblings, I’ll try to make this is as
short and painless as possible. For
all eight of you who like my column,
I think we can take the rest of ’em.
OK, OK. I’m joking. I’m all about
peace.
That’s why, in case you hadn’t
noticed, I have been very nice to
Associated Students this semester.
I’ve forced myself to write about
other things, digest other things,
and learn about other things.
Hence, I present "Things I
Learned This Semester II." (I’m into
sequels and series lately, sorry.)
This semester I learned, and this
is not a lie, that drinking alcohol in
moderation while you study helps
you remember things better. I think
it works best for those all-night
study sessions. My chemistry
teacher said this, so when the
chemistry mid-term came around,
me and my friend stayed up all
night, drank moderately and I got a
better grade on the test than I had
fore, when I stayed up all night

In Wednesday’s Opinion Page, Ben Pastcan’s name was omitted
from the "Peace needs cooperation" commentary because of space. Mr.
Pastcan, who is a library and information science graduate student,
contributed to the piece. The Daily regrets the omission.

cats don’t know how to meow.
I learned that Stanford sucks.
No, wait, I already knew that.
I’ve learned that Tribe Called
MIKE
Quest was right about "record
OSEGUEDA
industry rule number 4080,"
because record-company people are
shady.
I’ve learned that I’m prophetlike. The day I wrote the column
about how students aren’t allowed
to remind teachers about tests and
what evil looks like. I watched it homework, I was supposed to have
again. And again. We all did. I know a test, but the teacher forgot. And
it’s one thing I learned this semes- no one said anything.
ter that I won’t forget. Unlike chemI learned that I’m not supistry, which I plan to forget precise- posed to use "And" to start a senly 10 minutes after my final.
tence. And I didn’t listen.
I learned that watching televiI’ve learned that no matter
sion rules. You see, I had spent the how bad you think things are, it
last two years of my life at the Spar- could always be worse. You could be
tan Daily every night, this semester the guy who got caught masturbatI was free and re-introduced myself ing in the beck of a classroom.
to TV. Woo hoo.
I’ve learned that sometimes
I learned that I’m glad I’m a
when you want to say something
sports writer, because it’s harder to really inappropriate, like I do about
offend people’s religious beliefs.
the "Classroom Gripper," it’s better
I’ve learned there’s no ailment a to just hold your tongue. But I won’t
little Celebrity Jeopardy can’t fix.
hold my tongue here. It’s A.S. time,
I learned last semester that I
I couldn’t resist.
should buy my own Kleenex, but I
I have to sLI goodbye to one of
still don’t. So much for learning. the Shettiest AS. vice presidents I
Right, Michelle?
can remember: Akbar Shetty.
I learned that chicks dig funny Thanks for doing a pretty Shetty
blue glasses with no frames in job, Akbar. If you don’t know, and
them. At least drunk ones do. Right, you probably don’t, because I’m one
Ben?
of 15 people on this campus who
I learned that it’s always nice actually cares about AS., Akbar
to tell people before you leave the was a wonderful vice prez. He’s
state.
going to resign and his Shetty way
I’ve learned that some of you
of doing things will definitely be

Letters

JUDO: Program expected to continue Media not telling whole
picture, reader says
involved for two reasons: to help
Page 1
continued from

cipline and be exciting as
well," he said.
And on Tuesday, Williams got
to see the fruits of his labor.
Wearing two gold medals
around her neck, 8-year-old
Stephanie Salazar, who participated in the program, said she’s
ready for the next session.
"I learned to defend myself in
case someone was going to do
something bad to me," she said. "I
had a lot of fun learning how."
But Williams wasn’t alone in
teaching the students. He
recruited some of his SJSU judo
students to be squad leaders.
Scott McPeek, a graduate student in geology, said he got

kids and do judo.
"This program is about helping kids out and giving them
something to do in the afternoon.
Plus, I get more practice at judo,"
he said.
McPeek said the benefit to
having squad leaders in the program is to break the kids up into
small groups so that each kid
gets individual attention.
John Poch said he is very
pleased with the success of the
pilot program and has plans for
more Inner-City Games in the
future.
"It did so well," he said. "Fm
planning to offer it three times a
year from now on."

forum on Afghan refugees will be an eyeThe
opener for all who think the mainstream
media is telling Americans anything like the
truth of the brutality of the "police action." Hopefully, some will react with compassion instead of
hatred.
A famous man said, "You can always come from
either love or hate, but not both."
Einstein said, "You cannot prepare for peace and
war simultaneously."
America spends its vast resources preparing for
war.
J. Martin Nysted
alumnus
mathematics

SpartaGuide

Who’s Who Among Students in American Universities and College Award
Nominations for outstanding students to be
selected in 2001-2002 are being accepted through
Friday, Dec 14 A San Jose State University grade
point average of 3.2 is desirable. but not required.
The forms are available in the Student Life Center
For more information, call Cori Miller at 924-5963.

Todaj.
Anemia Film Club
"Tango.’ by Carlos Saura (Spain). 9.30 pm. in
Sweeney Hall. Room 100. For more information, call
Elena Korjenevich at 286-8698
The Listening Hour
Starts at 12.30 pm to 1-15 p m. in the Music
building, Concert Hall Solo and ensemble music for
percussion instruments in contemporary rhythms.
timpani. ma nmba, xylophone. tom-toms, tambourine.
bass drums and cymbals For more information, call
Joan Stubbe at 924-4631
Campus Crusade for Christ
Weekly night life, 8 p m at Washington Square
Hall, Room 207 For more information, call Sam or
Cary at 297-2862
Chicano Commencement
Weekly meeting, 7 p.m in the Afrikana Center
(Modular A). For more information, call Corina Herrera at 870-5578.
Counseling Services
Relaxation tools workshop, 1 pm to 2 pm in the
Administration budding, Room 201 For more information, call Kell Fujimoto at 924-5910 Stress. health and
wellness workshop, 3 p m to 4 30 p m in the Administration building. Room 201 For more information, call
Jill Steinberg at 924-5910

Tsunami Anime Club
Weekly Japanese animation meetings, 7 p m to
10 p m in Washington Square Hall, Room 109 For
more information. call Patrick Wong at 621-7536
Women of Color Conference Steering Committee
Weekly meeting, 7.30 pm in the Chicano and
Afrikana Center (Modular Al For more information.
call Erika at 507-8535
American Indian Science and Engineering
Society
Weekly meeting. 6 pm. in the Pacheco room of
the Student Union For more information, call Julius
at 262-8620
2001 Convocation Committee Journalism and
Mass Communication
Tickets for the Convocation will be on sale from
10 a m to 5 p m on Nov. 28 through Thursday Dec 6
at the table near the trophy case in Dwight Bentel
Hall Adults cost $20 while children pay $10
Mosaic and Chicano Library
Resource Center
Professor Arturo Villareal presents ’The Maya
Their past and the future of their past," noon to 1 30
p m in Modular A, Room 117 For more information,
call Jeff Paul at 924-2815
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School of Art and Design
Student galleries art exhibitions, 10 a.m. to 4
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eight and Herbert Sanders in the Art and Industrial
Studies buildings For more information. call John or
Nicole at 924-4330
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missed. He told board members
how to vote, he told others not to
recognize people who weren’t in his
party, he lied to me and who knows
who else. What a guy.
He was pretty much responsible
for the current separation of parties
on the board because he chose to
follow the way things have been in
A.S. in the past, instead of being a
leader and making change. I guess
not all my interaction with Akbar
was been Shetty, but if you see him,
ask him about the pictures from the
Internet. Shetty, Shetty, Bang,
Bang.
I’ve learned that for some reason, as un-intellectual as my column is, some of you out there actually like it. So thanks. Those of you
who don’t like it, and read it every
week: thanks, too.
I’ve learned kind of what it
feels like to be a father and watch
your children grow up and use the
things you taught them. In a
metaphorical sense, of course. And
while sometimes it’s hard not to get
involved, it’s much better when you
see those you taught accomplish
things on their own.

Mike Osegueda is grabbing his
Sprite, his Atmosphere album and
he’s leaving for the winter You can
find the non-intellectual-pompouselitist-babbling idiot right here
again next semester
Aren’t you happy?

The virtues of a noble,
misunderstood career
Since I can remember, it seems that
I’ve been critical of the choices I’ve
made, afraid that a bad break
would lead me into a pitfall, hopeful that
a right turn would open the doors to a
bright path.
And along the way spills or no
spills I’ve milked wrong turns, which
resulted in embarrassing, clumsy or disastrous moves for every viable lesson
they were worth, always thankful for the
learning and growing process. Always
vowing to be less ignorant and more
thoughtful. And always striving to trust
my rationale and rely on my innerstrength, rather than second-guess or
betray the principles on which I stand.
To some extent, that has been my
downfall, that I’ve believed the experiences I’ve collected up until this moment
would prepare me for the future. Yes, sir.
That’s me. Always thinking about not
worried or fearful of the future, failing
to savor the simple, daily tasks. Expecting loud fireworks without first hearing
the firecrackers.
But between the present and the
future (whatever that really means, anyhow) I can’t help feellng utterly content.
It’s as if after knocking at several
doorsteps and trying my key at countless
door locks, I’ve found the right door. I’ve
finally answered as best I can that
uncomfortable question I wrestled with
all year long: ethics in my career choice.
Do I have the metal to be a journalist?
Can I keep my opinions and emotions in
check? Am I disciplined enough to look
into a person’s life without compromising my feelings?
Daunting questions and doubts to
have in anyone’s final year of school, but
I am, after all, entering into a family
yes, a family I said often accused by
the public as insensitive, single-minded
and callous.
Looking back, I see how I misunderstood the meaning of what this profession stands for. First, I insulted my
adviser by telling him that although I
felt capable of doing the job, I didn’t see
myself in journalism forever. I wanted to
work in a rewarding field and had other
expectations. It’s a bad sign when you’re
not passionate about what you hope to
immerse yourself in.
Then I let him down a second time
when I told him that I was looking for an
internship in public relations simply to
get a requirement out of the way, not
understanding the implications of my
decision.
But I tucked any apprehension about
journalism away after a comfortable
internship in a newsroom in central Wisconsin, where the greatest threat may be

getting hurt in a dairy farm.
Besides, some of us had grown accustomed to jumping from one never-ending
saga to another. We were either nauseated or wrapped up reading or listening
about the missing intern in Washington,
D.C.
And then our perspectives changed.
Again I found myself asking the same
questions. Not because I think I’m not
cut to be a journalist any more or that I
feel I’ll wind up in a war zone and not
know what to do. Chances are, I’ll probably never cover a war or be remotely
close to Afghanistan, but I wondered
whether I am independent or courageous
enough to raise my head, unashamed,
when my actions are called into question
or the signs of the time warrant it?
Referring to the people of Middle
Eastern descent who have been detained
without charge and whose voices remain
silent, Keith Wood from the Poynter
Institute exhorted that "journalists will
have to move beyond the fear, ambivalence and disturbing acquiescence that
have seized so many Americans since
this new age of terror dawned" to hold
the "powerful accountable."
And then a friend sent me an e-mail
telling me that more reporters have been
killed covering the war in Afghanistan
than have U.S.-led troops searching for
Osama bin Laden.
Among the slain, Italian journalist
Maria Grazia Cutuli and Spanish war
correspondent Julio Fuentes had discovered a box labeled "Sarin/V-Gas" that
contained 20 vials of viscous yellowish
liquid at one of bin Laden’s training
amp.
That sealed it. I doubt my job will
ever require me to see danger as up
close, but this is certainly a family I
want to be a part of and would be proud
to belong to.

JE. Espino is thankful her time as
the Opinion Editor is drawing to an
end. The lessons this newsroom taught
her are invaluable, such that she plans
to return next semester, praying not to
upset anyone
too much.
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After disappointing
senior season,
Spartan tailback has
his sights set on
professional goals
By Mike Osegueda
DAILY SENIOR STAFF WRITER
Quietly, Deonce Whitaker’s
career in a Spartan football uniform came to a close Saturday.
He was the last player
announced on "Senior Day," and
he ran down the field to the
cheers of the home crowd, being
greeted by family and teammates.
It was the most action he
would see all day. The tailback
carried the ball twice for three
yards.
It fit the pattern, though.
Bothered by injuries all season,
Whitaker managed 450 yards
and one touchdown, the lowest
in any of his four seasons.
Coming into the season, he
had a career total of more than
3,000 yards rushing, was the
nation’s active leader in all-purpose running, and had 15 games
of more than 100 yards rushing
to his credit.
But something happened.
Between the injuries, a lack of
preparation and more alerted
defenses, Whitaker looked like a
different player.
"The biggest part was just not
being able to get out there, period," Whitaker said. "Just knowing that I was hurt and couldn’t
play. Nobody likes to sit there
and just watch.
It was almost like I was a
Prop (Proposition 48 player)
again, just sitting there watching everybody play."
In many ways, Whitaker’s
past is coming back at him. And
he thought the hard part was
already finished.
When he came to San Jose
State University, he was a
Proposition 48 athlete, meaning
he had to fulfill certain academic requirements his freshman
year so he could play football.
He sat and watched his freshman year while everybody else
played.
When he finally got to play
the next season, everybody marveled at the speedy 5-foot, 6-inch
back with the incredibly strong
legs.
After last season, Proposition
48 changed, allowing athletes to
get back the year of eligibility
they lost, if they were able to
graduate in four years.
Whitaker did so, although it
took 27 units in the spring and
summer semesters.
This caused him to miss most
of summer camp and never
allowed him to get into the condition he would have hoped for.
"I didn’t have my same
strength," Whitaker said. "I didn’t have my same speed. It really took its toll on me."
Those around him noticed the
difference between this year and
the Whitaker of the past.
"The biggest thing was this
summer, he couldn’t really work
out," said offensive lineman
Chris Fe’esago, who has opened
many a hole for Whitaker. "He
was the same person, but didn’t
seem the same on the field. He
was really hurt that his year

didn’t go as it should have."
Although he probably could
have had more steam going into
the NFL Draft last off-season,
Whitaker said he doesn’t regret
coming back.
"I got to finish out my season.
If I would have left there would
have been a lot of things I would
have missed out on graduation and finishing with the seniors I came in with," Whitaker
said. "This season didn’t go the
way everybody planned it to go,
but either way, we did have fun."
Head coach Fitz Hill scoffs at
anyone who would call Whitaker’s year a waste.
"There’s no way you can say
it’s been a waste, Hill said.
"Deonce accomplished a tremendous amount since he’s been
here. He got his degree here, and
no one thought he would. This is
how you really, really find out
what’s important about life."
Now Whitaker finds himself
going back in time, his current
situation is a mixture between
high-school recruiting and the
numerous barriers he’s had to
face at SJSU.
First he had to prove that he
wasn’t too small.
Then he had to prove he could
get the work done in the classroom.
Then he had to prove he could
graduate on time.
Now he has to prove he still
has it. And prove that he’s
durable enough to play at a
higher level.
"Basically it’s the same thing
I’ve been doing all through my
college years
I’ve always
been proving myself to everybody.
"It’s weird. It’s almost like
being recruited out of high
school again," Whitaker said.
"There are question marks
everywhere: ’Where will I end
up at?’ What if I don’t get
drafted?’ It’s almost like I’m
about to stress out all over
again."
Prior to the season, Whitaker
said it was important for him to

ill

David &non / Daily Staff Photos
stay healthy, to prove that he
can sustain a complete season
without getting hurt.
"It gets people thinking,"
Whitaker said. " ’How durable
can he be? He’s been hurt every
year.’
"Right now, I’m back in the
weight room, lifting by myself,"
Whitaker said. "I’m all alone
again. I’m lifting for a purpose, a
bigger purpose. I want to come
back running faster than I am. I
want to be faster than I was. It’s
a lot of work."
He has a long time to think
about it. The NFL Draft isn’t
until April 20-21, 2002.
Until then, Whitaker is
focused on working out and
impressing scouts at training
combines.
"I’m new at this kind of stuff,"
Whitaker said. "I’m just waiting,
living it day by day. Because
they can come down tomorrow
and want you to run for them if
you really want to."
Next for Whitaker is the
East/West Shrine Game, where
he will play for the West squad.
The game is scheduled for
Jan. 12 at Pac Bell Park in San
Francisco.
"He has to go to the,
East/West and show them what
he has," Fe’esago said. "Now that
he’s graduated he has nothing to
worry about, just getting ready
for it and showing them what he
can do."
Someone who knows what
Whitaker can do is fellow running back Jarmar Julien, who
led the Spartans in rushing this
season.
"I feel like he’s gonna make
the best of the situation," Julien
said. "He’s still a good athlete.
He’s still gonna shoot for the
stars."
If it’s not the NFL, Whitaker
said he’d find a place that will
let him run free: the Canadian
Football League, the Arena Football League, NFL Europe. Whatever it takes.
"I’m going to see this to the
fullest," Whitaker said.

DEONCE
WHITAKER
BY THE NUMBERS

CAREER RUSHING STATS
2001
No. Yards
108 450

Avg.
4.16

TD
1

Lg
39

Avg.
7

TD
15

LG
69

2000
No. Yards
224 1,577

TOTAL
No.
602

Yards
3,515

Avg.
5.83

TD
33

MISCELLANEOUS

Above, Spartan
running back
Deonce
Whitaker finished his senior
season with 450
yards rushing
after collecting
1,577 his Junior
year.
Right, Whitaker
has his sights
set on playing
professional football next season.
He is currently
training for the
National Football
League combine
which scouts perspective players.

Whitaker has ran for more
than 100 yards in 17 games.
On Oct. 28, 2000, he ran for
a career-high 278 yards against
the University of Hawaii.
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Greek
The Student Union of San Jose State University
A California State University Auxiliary Organization
Balance Sheet June 30
is
is

2001

2000

1

601,748
99,106
93,861

594,018
222,806
69,168

$

794,715

885,992

Investments
Fixed assets, net

$ 1,400,278
$ 819,959

$ 1,691,282
$ 601,380

Total assets

$ 3,014,952

$ 3,178,654

ASSETS
Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Accounts receivable
Prepaid expenses and other current assets
Total current assets

$
$
$
$

496,419
224,854
51,036
93,540

$
$

872,712
23,320

$

865,849

$

896,032

$

865,849

Total liabilities
Fund balance

$ 2,118,920

$ 2,312,805

Total liabilities and fund balances

$ 3,014,952

$ 3,178,654

Full and complete financials are available for review in
the Administrative Office of the Event Center or at www union sjsu

will enhance your chances of success in your chosen career.
And you may qualify for a

META MARION GOLDSMITH SCHOLARSHIP

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES
Current liabilities
$ 399,670
Accounts payable
$ 220,827
Accrued payroll and related expenses
$ 106,672
Other accrued liabilities
$ 136,675
Deposits
8,868
$
Capital lease - current portion
Total current liabilities
Capital lease

A Major, Double Major, or Minor in a foreign language

Contact the Coordinators for the above languages by calling
the Department of Foreign Languages 924-4602,
Sweeney Hall Room 219,
www.sjsu.edu/foriang

Department of Foreign Languages
edu
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B team making strides
There was originally one SJSU
"We haven’t done well," he said.
hockey club, which was founded in "Teams show up and think all
1990 by Steven Stich. The club they have to do is just play."
won three consecutive PCHA
Gatto said he believes they have
championships from 1993 to 1995. broken that reputation this seaIn 1997, the club moved to son.
another league, the American Col"We’ve turned some heads," he
lege Hockey Association.
said. "We’re at the top end of the
As a result of the league league."
change, the B club was formed to
Another challenge the club has
continue competition in the dealt with is its relationship with
PCHA.
the A club.
"We’re run independently
Even though the players said
(from the A club)," said Cheng, they weren’t sure why they had a
secretary of the B club.
poor relationship with the A club,
According to Joseph Gatto, B they wanted to choose their words
club vice president, the PCHA does- carefully when asked about the
n’t have a national championship, other club because they said they
but has a league championship.
felt it is a sensitive issue.
"It’s the bragging right of the
Wagner said the communicaleague," he said.
tion between the two clubs has
One of the challenges some of gotten better.
the members of the club said they
"We’re getting along this year,"
have faced this season is the com- he said. "We talk a lot more.
petition.
There’s more respect."
Wear said the toughest team
He also said a scrimmage game
the club has faced this season was between the two clubs was
UC San Diego, which has won the attempted to be scheduled earlier
league the past two seasons. this season, but the A club declined.
Wagner said he doesn’t hold
SJSU lost to UC-San Diego on
Nov. 10, 10-0.
any animosity toward the "A" club,
"They go through the league but felt his club would do well in a
and kill everyone," Wear said. "We game with the A squad.
took a look at what we needed to
"It’s more about pride," he said.
do. We need to practice our basic "We want to show the school
plays harder"
there’s not just one team."
Cheng said that half of the
Cheng said he wants the club
to break its reputation of being players that try out for the B club
had been cut from the A club.
easy to beat.

Lisa Butt
DAILY

SIAlik

WRITER

The San Jose State University
ice hockey B club has faced several adversities in its four-year history, such as a losing record and
difficulty with the A club.
Now the B club has a winning
season and, according to club
treasurer, Alan Wagner, better
communication with the A club.
With all its success, Wagner
said the club prefers to be called
the SJSU PCHA (Pacific Collegiate Hockey Association) club.
"We’re trying to get away from
being called the B team because of
respect," he said.
The club plays in the PCHA,
which is made up of nine teams in
California such as Sacramento
State, University of California at
San Diego and Fresno State University.
Matt Wear, who is a third year
player and president of the club,
said the team has a record of 3-21.
"This is the best start we’ve
ever had," he said.
Wagner, a fourth-year player,
agreed, and said the club never
won a game the first two years he
was on the team.
"We’ve gotten dramatically better," said Joe Cheng, another
fourth-year player and club secretary

MitIP b tie Photo
A San Jose State ice hockey B team player faces Off against a Cal-State Northridge opponent (17).
"We see if any players want to
play for us at the A team tryouts,"
he said. "Some people don’t know

we have a team."
Gatto said the club normally
doesn’t cut players from the team,

Three Spartans named to all-WAC team
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"We look for mostly heart, just
wanting to play," Cheng said. "A
little experience helps."
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Chinese Cuisine
FOOD TO GO

By Mike OsegUeda
DAILY SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Second-team all-conference
honors aren’t good enough for
wide receiver Edell Shepherd.
But that’s where Shepherd
was when the Western Athletic
Conference announced its all-conference teams Monday. He was
one of three Spartans honored.
"I think I’m the best receiver
in the Western Athletic Conference," said Shepherd, who set
numerous school records in 2001.
"I’m disappointed to tell you the
truth. It’s like what do I have to
do to get the recognition I think I
deserve?"
There’s no question that offensive lineman Chris Fe’esago is
getting the recognition he
deserves. For the third straight
year the senior was named to the
all-WAC team and was named to
the first team for the second year
in a row.
But Fe’esago isn’t sure if his
teammates got a fair shot. He
mentioned safety Larry Thompson and defensive back Alex Wallace as players who he thought
should have made one of the
teams.
"I think we got cheated," Fe’esago said. "We had more players
that were first-team all-WAC, but
due to our record, we didn’t get
the votes that we should have."
Rounding out the Spartans
trio of all-WAC performers is running back Jarmar Julien. Julien
was the Spartans’ leading rusher,
with 820 yards on the ground and
12 touchdowns.
Like Shepherd, Julien said he
thinks he could have ranked with
first-teamers Chance Kretschmer
of the University of Nevada and
Brock Forsey of Boise State University.
"I feel like if I would have
started a whole season like they
did, I would’ve been first team,"

Julien said. "I’m glad I’m up there
with them, they’re all good athletes."
Shepherd currently leads the
WAC in receiving yards with
1,500, but the University of
Hawai’i receiver Ashley Lelei,
who is second, still has one game
left to play. Lelei trails Shepherd
by 49 yards.
Lelei and Fresno State University’s Bernard Berrien were
named to the first-team, ahead of
Shepherd.
Shepherd caught 14 touchdowns while Lelei caught 17, and
Berrian caught 13. Berrian added
1,370 receiving yards.
"We throw the ball 28 times a
game," Shepherd said. "Those
schools throw the ball 50 times a
game. The chances I do get, I
make a play with it. They still get
the publicity, and I don’t. But I
don’t let that bother me."
On his list of accomplishments
this season, Shepherd broke the
San Jose State University records
for career touchdowns, single-season touchdown catches, most
catches in a season and singleseason receiving yardage. His
1,500-yard season also put him
third in WAC history
"We had a lot of ups and
downs," Shepherd said. "We had a
lot of quarterback changes. It
would take a strong little person
to accomplish what I have. I
would think they would respect
me enough to give me that honor."
"I feel good that I’ve accomplished the things that I did, but
I wish I would have helped to win
more games. I’m not going to go
around and say ’We were 3-8, but
I was ballin’."’
Shepherd, Julien and Fe’esago
said they are concentrating on
getting to the next level. They are
all hoping for invites to NFL combines and looking to impress
scouts.
Julien, listed as a junior, could

re-gain a year of eligibility if he
were to graduate before next season. He was a Proposition 48 athlete as a freshman, and had to
miss his first season.
Recent changes to the Prop. 48
rules say that if a player graduates in four years he can be
granted another year. Two Spartans, Deonce Whitaker and Kevin
Michaelis, took advantage of the
rule this season.
Julien, however, is sure he
won’t return next season. He said
he’s not sure if he would be able
to complete the classes he needs
in time.
"I’m going to take my chances
right now," Julien said. "I have a
little son and a family to take
care of:"
Fe’esago may need surgery on
his knees before he makes his
way to the training combines.
During the season he played on
bad knees and would go into
games without practicing the
week before because of injuries.
"It’s just playing with adrenaline,"Fe’esago said."! can’t let my

Box Lunch lo Go
Mandarin e:.9’ Stedman Cuisine
Catering Available
Lunch and Dinner
Limited Delivers
open Daily - dosed Sunday
.We accept: VISA MC AMEX DIS

teammates down, they’re counting on me."
And teammates took notice.
"He played with heart to the
point where his body was hurt so
much he would come to some
practices and just watch," Julien
said. "He was a leader and an
inspiration to all of us."

294-3303 or 998-9427

131 E. Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara
Between 3rd and 4th Street

Get Better Grades and Have More Ene
Chiropractic is life -enhancing healthcare
that helps you achieve your best!
We have been Serving the SJSU community for over 15 years.
Special student pricing available. We’re located on the Paseo Villa,
across from the Post Office between 3rd and 4th Streets. Mention
this ad and receive a complimentary consultation and evaluation.
Drop in or call for an appointment. Three doctors to serve you.
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Win Free Lift Tickets
Clue of the day

"Gracia. Cain On. Xiexie. Dank. 77

Calling all SJSU students

Win Free 40 Tickets

Are you tired of bureaucrats and student representatives making
decisions without consulting you? The times they are a changin’
The Senior class gift committee is actively seeking your ideas about
what the Senior gift should be this year. With 28,000 keen minds on
campus, the potential for ideas is endless - and we want to hear from
YOU because this is YOUR school and YOUR campus. We would
like to raise funds for a gift that you would be happy to look back on
and say, "I voted for that. I made that happen."

How To Play:

Some current ideas that we have are delineated below. Please
check ONE:

1. Solve the clues that will be
given in the Daily everyday.

.1) Having a "Heritage Village" where we display (In a prominent
location on campus) a collection of historical photographs that
chronicles the growth and development of this illustrious institution.

2. Guess the special advertiser for
the day and the next three days; to win.

21 A memorial on campus that would be dedicated to the victims
Including two SJSU alumni - that were killed in the September
11th terrorist attacks.

3. Write down all four advertisers
on the entry slip.

3) Another object on campus - a tree/a bench/a fountain
_4) Other (Please elaborate)
Thank you for being a part of this survey and for encouraging us in
our efforts to drum up some campus spirit and pride
Drop off your completed ballot in one of our boxes
labeled "Senior Class Gift Vote" which are located at
Jazzland, the Residence Halls, Spartan shops or the
Library.
Do you want to get more involved? If you can offer us your time and
skills and are interested in working on this project with us, please
call Lisa Rocha at 924-1489 or email lisa.rochaOsjsu.edu
(Optional) Name

Contact( Phone/email

4. The form is entered into a drawing and chosen at
rehdom. Chosen forms must have all four
advertisers correct in order to win.
5. iDrp aft entries at the Spartan Daily Office.
--’;’DBN.209/. by Friday, November 1, 2001. at 3:39 PM.

Find the special advertiser for each day and
write them according to the day they appear
on the Spartan Daily.

Na nu’:
Phone number:

MONDAY
TUESDAY

Contest Rotes
1

There is rei put..h.ise

2

Every

I.. he ei,gihre hit this contest
person is allowed to enlei each contest only one lime Multiple entries wn he igr.orart vi.

WEDNESDAY

proveie no better chance of vennng
3 Ons Winne, will be randomly selected from the .1re pool rif entries Die contest winners veil he
anno9ncm7 0,1 It,. Spartan Daily on December 10 11
4 The winner maintains all responsibility for paying the entire amount ol stale. lederal and local laves
5 The Spartan Daily shall not be responsible for any damages races or ,’,peones that the
winner mighl incur as. result of Itrie contend, or receipt end use of lie prize
6 By eccepting and/or using the pri7e. winner agrees the, we rail LAO Ihee name voice and lihe0e05
ter advertising. Irv., and/or promotion without further compensation. unless prohibited by lave
7 It a winner cannot be contented the prize may be forfeited and a new winner will be selected
The exact odd, of crecti contest voll depend on the number of entries received

I.

Win Free LfII Tickets to Northstar.

9 By entering thia cont./ the participant
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ell the a.ne lent, end conCMiona mt. above

THURSDAY
Winners

will be arinOunCt91 on

Dacemher 10th and 11th In the Spartan Daily.

Drop oft entries at the Spartan Daily Advertising Office, DE31-1 209 I.
by 330 PM on Friday, November 7, 2001, One entry per person.
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Tuneful Tuesday concludes with movie passes
By Sarah Grace Rut
DAII.Y SIAFF WRIFER

Linda ()saki / Dail; Staff
Mark Martinez plays an acoustic set in the Student Union Amphitheater on Tuesday. The event was sponsored by KSJS as part of the
fin Tuneful Tuesday of the semester

San Jose State University’s
campus radio station, KSJS,
hosted its final Tuneful Tuesday
of the fall semester by giving
away free passes for an advance
screening of "Not Another Teen
Movie" to daring students on
Tuesday afternoon.
Those who were up to the
challenge joined the radio station staff members on the Student Union Amphitheater stage
and performed various embarrassing tasks, such as making up
a cheer, singing "I’m a Little
Teapot" and attempting to play a
flute.
According to Anna Bechen,
also known by the DJ alias "The
Mighty Isis," Tuneful Tuesday
happens about once a month
from noon to 1 p.m. on Tuesdays.
Bechen said she and her KSJS
co-workers had to dress up like
characters from the movie they
were promoting, and when they
wanted free tickets to the screening, students had to guess what
characters the staff members
were imitating.
"I’m having so much fun,"
Bechen said as she held her flute
up in the air and squealed about
band camp.
The event also brought out
the campus talent, with performances by a couple of students,
including Mark Martinez.
"It’s good to play music that’s
not heard on the radio," said
Martinez, who sang and played
music he wrote himself.
One student, Noga Vilozny,
sang an excerpt of "From
Moment to Moment" and won
two passes to "Not Another Teen
Movie."

"I was (nervous), but then I
thought I’d take a chance," said
Vilozny, a business major and
music minor. "The more I get up
there, the less nervous I’ll be."
Vilozny said she would probably give the movie tickets to
friends, because she wasn’t
singing for a prize, but for the
experience.
Jonathan Olson, a senior
majoring in mechanical engineering, said he enjoys attending
Tuneful Tuesdays, and thinks it’s
a good way to showcase new talent.
"I think (Mark Martinez) is
good," Olson said.
He added that the event is a
good way for him to fill the extra
time he has between his classes.
Jessica Gueco, a freshman
majoring in political science,
agreed.
"It’s too bad the event is while
people are in class," she said. "It
gets to show a lot of new talents."
Clement Maureao, a sophomore majoring in business, said
he prefers the band music that is
usually played in the amphitheater as opposed to the one-man
shows that Tuneful Tuesdays
brings.
However, Maureao still said
he enjoyed the event.
"It gets you away from the
academic side of things," he said.
Vilozny, however, disagreed.
"I thought it was a really nice
change from the really loud
music they have," she said.
For the remainder of the
semester, though, Tuneful Tuesdays will be no more.
"This was the first one I’ve
seen," said Liz Hearn, a junior
majoring in child development.
"So far it’s been interesting. I’d
see it again."
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’Late Nite Catechism’ is funny for sinner and saint alike
By Christina Lucarotti

nun pre-Vatican H, the lives of
some of the saints and her own
DAILY SENIOR STAFF WRI IFS
childhood.
Take an evening to learn some
Brainiacs with answers to Siscatechism, and take a trip down ter’s theological questions were
memory lane.
rewarded with prizes.
The laugh -out-loud comedy
Knowing what Easter duty
"Late Nite Catechism" gives mem- entailed won one lucky audience
bers of the audience Catholic- member a glow-in-the-dark rosary.
When answering questions,
make sure to follow the proper procedure. In other words, raise your
REVIEW
hand and wait to be called on.
school flashbacks, regardless of
"This is not a discussion group.
whether they received a religious What would we have if everyone
education.
just spoke out?" Sister snapped
The performance began with during the show.
Sister, played by Kimberly
Despite how ridiculous it may
Richards, telling a woman to stop seem, audience members were
fanning herself and instead offer anxious to impress Sister with
up her discomfort to God.
their knowledge.
Next, Sister made another
Sister also opened up the floor
woman spit out her gum, dig out for a question -and-answer period.
the pack from her purse and hand
As if the audience was playing
it over for Sister’s keeping.
the role of the Pharisees (Jesus’
Besides being put on the spot, critics), everyone who asked a
question tried to trip up Sister’s
folks arriving late were fined $1.
The premise of this one-woman response.
show is simple. Sister is teaching
One audience member asked
the audience catechism. Fr. Mur- where babies come from.
"They come from God, and
phy is the usual teacher, but it’s
his poker night.
they’re gifts whether you want
Sister dresses in full habit, and them or not," Sister said. "They
the theater is decorated like an should be treated as such."
elementary school classroom. PicAnother person asked for claritures of Jesus, Mary and St. fication between venial sins and
Joseph along with children’s art- mortal sins.
"I lied to my grandma. I killed
work adorn the walls.
During the evening’s class, Sis- my grandma, Sister said using
her
hands to show how one action
from
the
usual
curricuter diverts
lum to discuss her experiences as a out weighs the other. "Misde

LAKEBOAT
Pee Sodelj THE
ENDURANCE

meanor. Felony."
Where do atheists go after they
die?
"It doesn’t really matter to
them, does it, because they don’t
believe in God," was Sister’s
response.
Regarding sex, Sister reviewed
the three most important things
to remember.
"Your body is a temple of the
Holy Spirit. God sees everything.
And, don’t be disgusting," she
said.
Though the tongue-in-cheek
play may cause offense to some,
Richards performs with an energy
and enthusiasm that reminds the
audience why the nuns in school
were impossible not to like even if
they were strict.
Sister also reminds us that it’s
not by our wits but by our faith
that Catholicism, or any religion,
makes sense at all.

What: Interactive comedy play
When: Runs indefinitely
Show times: 8 p.m. Thursday. Friday
and Saturday, 5 p.m. Saturday, 3 p.m.
Sunday
Where: Union Square Playhouse. 340
Mason St., San Francisco
Tickets: $39 general admission. $10
student rush tickets for Thursday nights
Contact:14151438-9933
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Maripat Donovan, who starred as the original ’Sister’ in
’Late Nite Catechism.’
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Sidewalks of New York, Thur
5:00 & 7:30. Life As A House,
Thur: 4:45 & 7:15

FOSTERS FREEZE See the
coupon on this page and get two
burgers for the price of one. Don’t
forget our combo deal. 698 No. 4th
St
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THE BUSINESS OF STRANGERS

TOWNE 3 Waking Life, Thur:
4:50 &7:00. Djomeh, Thur: 5:00.
MOVIES
Mulholland Drive, Thur: 8:55.
CAMERA ONE Amelic. Thur: Intimacy, Thur: 9:00. Spike &
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AIPAC: Some subjects discussed were the Sept. 11 backlash, sending a message to Yasser Arafat and the need to educate
continued from Page I
because of votes that were called in
the Senate that he had to attend.
Instead, Howard Kohr, executive director of AIPAC, addressed
issues that concern the Jewish
and Israeli people throughout the
nation. He said the key messages
he wanted to get across was the
participation in expressing solidarity with people of Israel and
acknowledging that the war on
terrorism that the United States
is engaged in is similar to the war
on terrorism that Israel is
engaged in with Palestine.
In response to the suicide
bombings, Kohr said, Israeli
Prime Minister Ariel Sharon took
a "measured and targeted
response." He said that Palestinian President Yasser Arafat’s
helicopter
and
pad
were
destroyed, as well as the runway
in the Gaza Airport.

He said that the supporters of
the Jewish and Israeli communities needed to send a message to
Arafat that there would be no
fleeing the situation. Kohr then
asked that the United States to
take concrete steps towards delivering the same message to Arafat.
He said one of the problems
that the Jewish community originally faced was a backlash after
the attacks in New York and
Washington, D.C.
"People started asking things
like ’maybe Sept. 11 wouldn’t
have happened if we weren’t so
close to Israel. Maybe hatred
wouldn’t run so deep if we weren’t
so close to Israel," said Kohn
Kohr said that AIPAC worked
hard to dispel these myths, and
had gotten a lot of support from
Congressional members.
Reps. Zoe Lofgren D-San Jose,
and Mike Honda, DSan Jose,
were both in attendance at the
event. They both made short

statements at the event, as well
as did Edwards in a previously
taped message that was broadcast from Washington, D.C.
Honda spoke of his continual
support of Israel, saying he cosponsored every piece of proIsrael literature that has passed
through Congress since his election one year ago. Honda reiterated the Americans are now experiencing the same things that
Israelis have, with regards to the
terrorist attacks.
Lofgren spoke briefly of the
shared values that Israel and
America hold and the common
belief in freedom.
"The congress of the United
States has supported Israel," Lofgren said over the applause, "and
I see no signs that it is changing."
"I think there was an electricity and excitement in the air,"
said Amy Friedkin, National
president-elect of AIPAC. She
said that of the three events that

AIPAC has hosted in the past two
days, this was the one with the
most attendance and excitement.
Friedkin said the organization
has been growing and that more
Israel is have been getting
involved because they want to
hear the truth about the situation
in Israel.
"I think it difficult to get an
unbiased view; the Palestinian
Authority is not a democratic entity and everything that comes out
of there is filtered because of that,"
she said. "Sept. 11 has shown us
how important it is for us to get
involved and study things like history and foreign policy"
Arik Paran, an Israeli attending the event, said he thought the
event was very informative and
that Kohr was correct in his
statements. He said the media
favored Palestine because of a
lack of knowledge about the
issues surrounding the ArabIsraeli peace process or because

LAB: Not making the faciity open 24 hours is due to cost
Maribel Martinez, the Computer
Services Center was one of Associated Students’ goals that was
presented at elections.
"In the original idea we presented during elections, it was
supposed to be open 24 hours,"
Martinez said. "But because the
Student Union is not open 24
hours, we weren’t able to do that."
Martinez said 24-hour service
could be available depending on
the Student Union.
"The Student Union can be
open 24 hours, but for monetary
reasons it can’t," Martinez said.
Student Union Manager Terry
Gregory said opening the Student
Union for 24 hours is difficult
because of financial reasons.
"It is totally financial," Gregory said. "Besides safety and liability issues, there are also direct
costs that we can’t avoid such as
staffing and utility issues."
Gregory said that in the past,
they had tried opening the Student Union until 2 a.m., but it
had to stop because there just
wasn’t enough traffic.
"We realized that there was no
one there past 1 a.m.," Gregory
said. "I think after extending hours
during finals and keeping the existing computer lab hours the way
they are, we can go from there."
Gregory said the Student
Union was not present to raise
these issues when AS. was considering a 24-hour lab, but he said
they spent much time in discus-

sion about how they could make it
possible and the implications.
"I showed Maribel what it
would take to stay open 24 hours
and the cost," Gregory said about
a number that was in the six-figures. "And in my talks with Alfonso (De Alba), we had also discussed the issue."
Gregory agreed that waiting to
see how heavy traffic is with the
opening of the new Computer
Services Center will determine
the need for 24-hour access."
Campus Open Access Labs,
another computer lab service
offered to students, was clarified
by Martinez as being a separate
service from the Computer Services Center in the Student Union.
"The Campus Open Access
Labs are offered by the provost in
conjunction with the science and
technology department," Martinez said. "They are located in
different buildings on campus
like Washington Square Hall and
Sweeney Hall, but they are totally separate."
Joe Gonzalez, a postgraduate
student in technology and the
assistant to the manager of the
Computer Services Center, said
the lab would offer printing services, cashiering and even have
CD-Writers.
"We will have CD burners available so students can record their
own music from the Internet,"
Gonzalez said. "About a dozen stations will have DVD and even dual
connections with headphones so
students can watch movies or lis-

ten to music together"
Gonzalez said he has never
heard of anything like the Computer Services Center on any
other college campus.
"There’s none like it," Gonzalez
said. "We’re trying to be pioneers
and offer innovative services for
students, and that includes entertainment."
Gonzalez said they have hired
a dozen student assistants as
staff for the center.
"It’s a great experience for
them because they get training in
doing things like building a computer," Gonzalez said. "And they
are students from all different
majors, not just technology"
Gonzalez said the Computer
Services Center will be open from
7:30 a.m. to 11 p.m. Monday
through Thursday, 7:30 a.m. to
midnight on Friday, 9 a.m. to
midnight on Saturday, and noon
to midnight on Sundays.
"During finals week, we will be
open until midnight every night
that week," Gonzalez said.
De Alba said they will be having a low-key grand opening celebration so students can spend
more time in the computer center.
"We’ll probably have punch
and cookies and send a message
to campus communities," De Alba
said. "But there isn’t going to be a
ribbon-cutting ceremony or anything. We want the students to
spend the time enjoying the computer lab instead."

GIFT: Committee plans to evaluate seniors
legacy would we want to leave
behind for subsequent generations
prominate location on campus, or of students at San Jose State?"
When touring the campus as
a memorial to the victims of the
terrorist attacks, since two of an alumni or a graduate student,
those who died were SJSU alum- the gift provides a way to connect
after graduating, Vase said.
ni have been mentioned."
Lisa Rocha, the secretary of
Another option for the gift is special books for the new library with the committee, said that getting
involved in this project has
bookplates from the class of 2002.
The Senior Gift Committee is allowed her be a part of leaving
interested in feedback from the stu- something behind.
The gift provides physical memdents in determining the ultimate
orabilia of times at SJSU, and
decision of what is left behind.
allows
future students to trace
The gift is a tradition, but this
year the committee wants to symbolic evidence of the seniors’
involve the students by providing existence on this campus, she said.
"SJSU has its shortcomings,"
a ballot in today’s Spartan Daily,
Vase said. "It is not a Stanford or
Vase said.
"On this campus especially, we a Berkeley, but I am still proud of
allow the business of our daily my school and privileged to be
lives to crowd out important con- going here. Love it or deplore it,
siderations," Vase said. "How do we SJSU is where I obtained my
want to be remembered? What undergraduate training for life.
continued from Page 1

continued from Page 1
math, said that having a venue
for a ceremony would not be out
of the question, though.
When she asked other graduating seniors in the department,
Luft said they all agreed that
having their own commencement
would be proper.
"We’ve been talking about this,
but had no idea who to talk to or
where to go," said Helen Huynh,
a senior majoring in computer
science.
Luft said she and Huynh tried
to contact Dr. David Hayes, chairman of the department of computer science and math, about getting
their own commencement.
Luft said Hayes always told
his students that he’d be there to
help them out whenever they
needed him.
Huynh said they could not get
in touch with Hayes and that the
secretary just gave them a complaint form to fill out.
Luft said she was eventually
able to get in touch with Hayes,
and was told that it would be up
to the students to organize another graduation commencement.
When asked about the situation, Hayes said that although he
wasn’t the person responsible for
holding ceremonies, he felt that it
would be appropriate to have one.
"One of the reasons is we

2001 - 2002
Who’s Who Among Students In
American Universities & Colleges

In MIN

before fall commencement, but
the gift will not be seen on campus until next year.
"The gift is a gesture of goodwill and philanthropy from the
seniors back to the school," Vase
said. "The senior class gift is an
opportunity for seniors to express
their gratitude to the campus."
This is the first time Vase and
Rocha have been involved in planning the gift, and they say they’ve
found it to be rewarding and a
good ending to their college career.
"This was a chance to express
my pride of attending San Jose
State," Rocha said. "It lets me
know each time that I come back
to the campus that I had some
great years here."
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office in the science building or contact him through e-mail. Students
can obtain his address through the
directory at 1.vww.sjsu.edu.

Your Student Body Needs You!
Run for Associated
Students Government!

Bring in this coupon for

Great opportunity to recognize
outstanding SJSU students

Matriculated juniors and seniors with at least 24 units
completed at SJSU or graduate students who have completed at
least 12 units at SJSU, & meet the following criteria:

haven’t had a large number of
graduates, but that’s not the case
now," he said. "I’d be happy to
look into it, though."
Hayes said it would help if the
students would get a petition
going so that he could see how
many students are concerned.
Selter also said he would be
interested in helping students
receive their own graduation ceremony, though it would take time
to establish one.
He said Robert Caret, president
of the university, would need to
have the final say in the situation.
Selter said if any students
would like to ask him regarding
the situation, they could visit his

13allots before deciding on class present

The senior class gift is a small
opportunity to give back and to
show people that there is more to
education than just getting the
piece of paper."
Upon evaluating the student’s
response from the ballots, the
committee will choose the gift
and begin the project of bringing
it to campus.
The gift is funded by students,
parents, alumni and friends.
Therefore, the price of the gift
depends on the amount of money
that will be raised.
"We want to include the
seniors in this venture," Vase
said. "I’m also trying to foster a
sense of pride in our school."
The gift will be determined

I

EXTENDED DEADLINE

more awareness of Jewish events
throughout the campus community.
"I think Jews need to get more
involved and support things like
AIPAC. One thing I wish is that
there was more involvement on
campus," said Brett Shore, a
senior in marketing at SJSU.
Shore said he thought the
Spartan Daily supported people
who may be anti-Semitic.
"If people are already feeling
anti-Semitic, this just promotes
it," he said of a letter written by a
student that was printed in the
Spartan Daily.
Goodman said it is especially
important for students to attend
events with the entire community
because it helps give them a
sense of belonging.
"It’s important. It helps (students) realize they are not an isolated group on campus," he said.

GRADS: Some students have to wait until May to celebrate

’I’

continued from Page 1

Palestine is perceived as the
underdogs.
"There needs to be more activity in terms of enlightening the
media," Paran said.
He said there needed to be
more involvement by Israelis in
American politics, but that most
first generation immigrants were
not as involved in the community.
He said there needed to be more
education and involvement in
politics by students on campus
because they are the next generation of activists.
Ben Pastcan, a member of Hillel and a graduate student at
SJSU said, "We need to speak up
and emphasize that Israel must
be fairly represented in all forms
of the media; that means writing
letters to the editor, writing letters to Congress members and
attending events like these. If our
concerns are not heard, our problems will never be fixed."
Some students also called for

Offer good on all oxts sold
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STORE HOURS
Thurs. December 13th 9-6
Fri. December 14th 9-5
Sat. December 15th 10-4
Mon. December 17th 8:30-6
Tues. December 18th 8:30-6
Wed. December 19th 8:30-5:30

Not good with any other offer
Additional coupons available at
www.RobertsBookstore.com

0 BOOK

egetSTORE
330 South 10th St. Across from Allen Hall
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These wages gave them barely
enough money to eat, so they
approached the factory’s union.
"We call them protector’s
unions because they protect the
bosses and not the workers,"
Tepepa said.
The Kukdong factory organized a food strike Jan. 3 in the
factory’s cafeteria to protest the
rotten food they were being
served.
"At the time, there were 1,100
people working in the factory,"
Tepepa said. "Only 20 to 25 workers didn’t participate in the
strike. So from then on, we knew
we had the majority of workers
behind us."

Tepepa continued on with her
beliefs that the treatment and
the salaries of herself and her fellow comrades was unjust.
"We held a work stoppage
strike on Jan. 9, and five workers
were fired afterwards," she said.
At that point, the Kukdong
workers were struggling with
their objections of treatment and
didn’t know what their next step
would be.
They say they were physically
abused at the strike when trying
to be controlled by the management Jan. 9. The sweatshop
became national news.
Universities began e-mailing
the group with concerns about
the unjust treatment they were
receiving.
"We would not be here today
without the help of the colleges
and universities that stepped in
to advance our fight," Tepepa

Fo.: 408-924-3282
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General

TELEMKTG REP/software des
services, PT afternoons now
maybe FT in Summer Some
biz dev work but biz major not
a reqmt. Req: Web & s/vr exp
*Int comm skills $12-$154-ir 4
incentive + commissions
www.softwarequality.com
408-452-9900
TELEMARKETING part/full-lime
Newspaper subscriptions Near
SJSU Hourly+Commisson Call
408-494-0200 9am-9pm Assist
Management position also avail

Certain advertisements in
thefts columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
information
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods re services
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings
or coupons for discount
vacations or merchandise
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that organized consumers have
had leverage on a major U.S.based retailer, said Ira Arlook, a
member of Students for Justice.
San Jose State University is
part of the Fair Trade Association, which regulates the labor
rights of the merchandise that
they purchase.
"The Fair Trade Association is
dominated by big corporations,"
said Dale Weaver, a member of
Students for Justice. "President
Caret hasn’t decided whether or
not he wants SJSU to join the
Worker Rights Consortium, but
we have definitely proposed the
idea and remained in contact
with him."
Last April, the Students for
Justice held a mock sweatshop
outside of Spartan Bookstore to
call attention to the concerns of
workers’ rights.
"We don’t know how the

For Part -Time and
Full -Time Positions, call
HALLMARK PERSONNEL
Staffing Silicon Valley since 1983
Office jobs in local companies
Students/grads/career change
Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire
Sunnyvale to Redwood City
Phone: (650) 320-9698
Fax (650) 320-9688
www.hallmarkpersonnel.com
OFFICE MANAGER: Part-Time
Diverse
downtown
church
seeks part time starff person.
Submit resume to St. Paul’s
United Methodist Church at 405
S. Tenth St San Jose, CA 95112.
Information call 408-294-4564.
EARN $18-$25/HR & have fun
doing it! The Princton Review is
now hiring bright dynamic people with great standardized test
scores to teach SAT preparation
courses No teaching experience
necessary. Part-time. Flex hours.
Contact Jessie at 650-843-0968
or jessiewOreview.com.
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company in search
of enthusiastic and energetic
individuals to work at nearby
malls, hotels & private events.
FT/PT available. We will work
around your busy school
schedule. Must have clean
DMV. Lots of tun & earn good
money. Call 867-7275.
BICYCLE MESSENGERS
Looking for your not so traditional
bike messengers. You don’t
need experience well train you.
You will need a bike, lock,
helmet & common sense. All
welcome to appy for this fun,
flexible, outdoors job. Apply in
person at Inner City Express
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose.
Cross street is N. First.
ASIAN AMERICANS FOR
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Located in San Jose, we are a
growing community based
nonprofit established in 1973.
As a multi service agency, our
diverse services include
language & culturally-proficient
mental health services, senior
services, youth services,
a primary care health clinic
and a domestic violence
prevention/education program.
We are hiring for the following
FT/ PT positions:
Mental Health Counselors:
Provide direct mental health
rehabilitiation services to
agency’s clients.
Requirements: BA/MA in
behavioral sciences or related
field, fluent in vietnamese
a plus.
Youth Counselors:
Provide counseling assistance
to youths. Requirements.
BA/BS is behavioral sciences
or equivalent experience.
Family Advocates Domestic
Violence Program:
Provide counseling and
guidance at emergency
shelter for battered women
Requirements. BA/BS in
behavioral sciences or
equivalent experience.
Volunteers Always Needed!
Send resumes toAACI
Human Resources
2400 Moorpark Ave. 4300
San Jose, CA 95128
Fax (408) 975-2745
Email: roland acupido0aaci org

TEACH DRIVING - Good Pay,
KIDS.. WATER.
Fun Job. Work when you want. Now hiring teachers for yearCar & training provided. Must be round swim program in our
over 21 & HS grad. 408-971-7557 state-of-the-art indoor facility.
Experience a plus or we will
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY train you. AM / PM / Weekday/
Student Friendly - Training
Saturday positions available.
All Shifts Open - Grave Bonus Complimentary athletic memCall Now. 408-247-4827
bership included. Apply at AVAC
Swim School 5400 Camden
ENTREPRENEURS, Engineers Ave. SJ 95124. 408-445-4917
and Businessmen, please call Now interviewing!!! Call today!!!
for an exciting and challenging
opportunity. 408-238-7501
HEAD LIFEGUARD FT with
benefits. Supervise year round
aquatic staff, in large facility.
Duties include, but are not limited
to supervision, training, risk
mgmt & member relationships.
Resumes open until posrtion filled.
CHILD CARE/NANNY PT & FT Previous lifeguard experience a
Established Los Gatos agency must. Applicant must be over 21.
seeks warm, caring students Send resumes to Central YMCA
for part and full time
1717 The Alameda, San Jose, CA
nanny positions.
95126. Call 408-351-6326 for into
We list only the best jobs!
Hours flexible around school RECREATION LEADER, City of
from 15 hrs/wk to full time.
San Jose, $12.05 hr. starting.
$15-$18/HR
Rewarding job for someone who
STANFORD PARK NANNIES enjoys working with youth Here’s
408-395-3043
your opportunity to make a differMOAN. spnannies.com
ence in a child’s life seeking
candidates iv/leadership, organiNANNY JOBS
zation & problem solving skills to
Part-time mornings/afternoons implement exciting after school
$15 - $20/hour.
programs. Hours: M-F afternoons
*2-3 full days per week:
and Sat. Mornings. Candidates
$300 - $600/week.
must have a high school diploma
’Full -lime up to $3500/month. or equiv. & pass a background
South Bay, Penbsula, & East Bay. check before starting their work
NO FEE TO REGISTER!!!
assignment. For more informaCall Town & Country Resources tion contact the Hiring Unit 0
1-888-772-3999
979-7826 or download 0
WWW.TANDCR COM
http://jobs.cityofsj.org

EMPLOYMENT
Childcare/Nannies

TEACHERS
INSTRUCTORS
P/T Instructors Elem, Schools,
Degree/Credential NOT Required
Opportunity for teaching exp.
Need Car. VM: (408) 287-4170
ext. 408. EOE/AAE
TEACHERS, TEACHER’S AIDES,
SUBS AND
RECREATION LEADERS
Enjoy working with kids? Join
the team at Small World
Schools, get great experience
WORKING WITH CHILDREN
AGES 5-12 years in our before
and after school rec. programs.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
offers competitve pay, health
benefits for 30 + hrs, excellent
training, and a tun work environment. We can often offer flexible
hours around your school
schedule. This is a great job
for both men and women
Call 408-283-9200, ext. 10 or
fax resume to 408-283-9201.
Part-time employees needed
with or without units in ECE, art,
recreation, music, dance, phys ad,
human services, social welfare.
nursing, psychology, sociology
home economics, or elementary
education.

RENTAL HOUSING

DIRECTORS, TEACHERS,
ASST. DIRECTORS, AIDES
Thinking about a career working
with children or teens? The
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is
hiring Center Directors, Asst.
Directors, Teachers and Aides.
Programs located thoughout
San Jose, Cupertino, Santa
Clara, Los Gatos, Saratoga,
Campbell. Evergreen, Milpitas,
Berryessa, Morgan Hill, Gilroy &
Boulder Creek. Full & Part-time
positions available - flexible
hours around school. Fun staff
teams, great experience workHEAD TEACHERS
ing with children, career
CHILDCARE DIRECTOR for
TEACHERS
/
AIDES
advancement, excellent FT/PT
quality recreation program
I /T / P & SCHOOL-AGE
benefits& training opportunities.
serving 2-12 year olds. Must
For a High -Quality,
For more information & locations:
enjoy reading art, games and
ga
Visit our WEB page at:
group activities. Flexible hours,
We want YOU -an enthusiastic,
WWW.SCVyfriCe.Ofg
days, eves & weekends. FT.
complete
energetic
individual
to
Fax
resume to: 408-351-6477
Team environment. Benefits
Emal: YMCAjobOscvymca.org
available. Child Development our team!
Come play, learn & earn 55$
units are required. Email
kidspark kidspark.com or FAX while you attend morning or ACTION DAY NURSERIES /
classes! Palo Alto PRIMARY PLUS seeking Infant,
evening
resume to 408-260-7366, or call
408-260-7929 for an interview. Community Child Care, voted Toddler & Preschool Teachers
"Best Child Care in Palo Alto" & Aides. F/T & P/T positions
KidsPark. Inc.
ACROSS
operates 18 programs in Palo available. Substitute positions
1 CoffeeAlto. Accredited Programs. are also available that offer
SWIM INSTRUCTORS
chocolate drink
PT or FT. or create your own flexible hours. ECE units are
& LIFEGUARDS
6 Thin mud
No experience nec. Will train. schedule of hours and days as a required for Teacher positions 11 Fish catcher
but not req. for Aide positions. 14 White-faced
at our 18 centers.
Substitute
Flexible hours. Fun environment.
12+ ECE req. BA,BS in relat- Excellent opportunity for Child 15 Camel stops
Central YMCA 351-6323.
ed field OK in lieu of ECE for Development majors. Please 16 Ms. MacGraw
school -age teachers. $11+/hr.. call Cathy for an interview at 17 Bemoaning
SUBSTITUTE
depending on exp., plus full 408-244-1968 or fax resume to 18 Lounges
RECREATION LEADERS
Join the SMALL WORLD benefits at 20 hours/week: 408-248-7350
(around)
SCHOOLS team as a Substitute Medical, Acupuncture/Chiro.,
19 Bawl
Teacher/ Rec Leader & enjoy the Dental, Vision, Ins. (employer 20 Blank out
flexibility you need Small World paid) 11 Holidays 10 days of
22 Dumbfounded
Schools is looking for students Vac; 15 days 3rd & 4th yrs. 20 WANTED 29
PEOPLE TO get 24 Scarf
wanting to work with children in days at 5+yrs. 12 days Sick
$$PA1D$$ to lose up to 30 lbs. 28 Shoe feature
our before and after school care Tuition Reimb. Retirement Plan in the next 30 days
Natural. 29 Take off cargo
programs. As a substitute you Monthly Staff Training Special
Guaranteed Call 408-297-5390 30 Windblown silt
can choose which days you’re Rate for Employee Child Care.
32 Capone’s mark
Call (650) 493-2361 for appli- PREGNANT?
available for work. The only
33 Speak like
NEED HELP?
requirement is your desire cation information or fax resume Call Birthright, 408-241-8444 or
Scarlet,
to work with children ages to (650) 493-0936. Visit us at 800-550-4900 Free/Confidential,
35 Little kids
5 through 12 years in a fun wwwpaccc.corn. EOE.
39 Nobelist Wiese!
recreation type atmosphere.
40 Guitar cousin
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
Call 408-283-9200 today for an
41 Bone -: review
interview,or fax your resume Special Ed & Regular Class,
42 Ego
510.86-$15.43/hr. Saratoga Sch. LOWEST AUTO INSURANCE
to 408-283-9201.
43 For days-:
Dist, Call 867-3424 x504 for info
Lowest Down Payment
interminably
Easy Payment Plan
NOW HIRING RECREATION & application. Immediate Need
45 Took the bus
Leaders, $9 -$12/hr, flex hours.
Good Student Discount
46 "Waiting for
weekdays Work with children in WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY International Driver Welcomed
Lefty" playwnght
AND
No Driver Refused
the Los Gatos ’Saratoga area
48 Come forth
LOVE CHILDREN?
Call for Free Quotes
Contact Laurie Boswell 0 40850 Din
TOP PAY-Immediate temp/perm
354-8700 x 224
408-272-0312
53 Paint bubble
positions PT & FT as Teachers
pnninsurOaol.com
54 Raids
at ECE & After School Programs PNN INSURANCE AGENCY
55 Substantial
(408) 287-3222.
57 1/3 tbsp
58 Hurt
80 Brand name
85 Female ruff
FOR NATIONAL/AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277
Se - Park, Cob
87 Each
88 Sum up
89 Used money
70 Gamut

SERVICES

EMPLOYMENT
EMPLOYMENT
Recreation/Swim etc. Education/Schools

HEALTH / BEAUTY

INSURANCE
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3 lines

Three
Days
$9

Four
Days
$11

Address
/9 cod.

CityllSIste

Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate Increases $2 for each additional day
FREQUENCY DISCOUNTL
20 + consecutive issues receive 10% ofl
40 + consecutive issues receive 20% off
50 + consecutive issues receive 25% off

Phone
Send check

or money order to (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149

Local rates apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
and SJSU students, staff & faculty
First line in bold for no extra charge up 10 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF
* Lost & Found

_Lost and Found’
Announcements
Campus Clubs
_Greek Messages
_Events
_Volunteers
For Sale
Electronics
Wanted
Employment
Opportunities

_Rental Housing
_Shared Housing
_Real Estate
_Services
__Health/Beauty
_Sports/Thnlls
_Insurance
_Entertainment
_Travel

Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
Deadline 1000 a.m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid U No refunds on canceled ads
_Tutoring
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
Word Processing
QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277
for
other
or
businesses
persons
party
ads
only,
no discount
Rate applies to private
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm STUDENT ID REQUIRED

ads are offered free

as a service to the
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Type of energy
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Twangy
Tie the knot
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Lhasa locale
Funny Foss
Makes signs
Ponders
Reunion
attendee
Thrash
Front paw, e g
Moray
Ene and Huron

31 Writer Wister
34 Smallest of the
litter
36 To the left of
the ship
37 Leap aside
38 Derisive look
43 Done, in verse
44 Grocery area
47 Small amounts
49 The Divine
Miss M"
50 Very very
51 Sat for an artist
52 - off reserved
53 Gifted
55 Overfeed
56 Baker’s need
59 Parapsychology concern
61 Ms Gardner
62 - -Hun
63 Unit of wo k
64 Soap-mak ng
ingredient
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Five
Days
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Ad Rates: 3-line minimum

SHARED HOUSING

CHARMING DUPLEX 1BR/I BA SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
Dntwn Back of house Word, 3 Female and 1 Male Spaces
parking, storage. Util incl $980
Now Available
131 W William St 408-836-7961
Fun & Friendly environment
5 minute walk to campus
FURNISHED STUDIOS
Well-equipped kitchen
$725/mo & up All utilities paid
Computer and Study rooms
Fitness center. Internet access.
2 pianos & game rooms
408-573-1112
Laundry facilities
Parking
LARGE 2 BDRM / 1 BATH APT For American and International
2 blocks from SJSU $1175/mo Students Call 924-6570 or stop by
Newly Remodeled. Parking. for a tour 360S 11th St between
Laundry Water & trash paid
San Salvador & San Carlos.
408-378-1409
ROOM AVAIL in nice Victorian
1920’S CLASSIC 1BR/113A for 7br/2ba house in dwriln Si, 2 blk
clean, quiet, sober financially from SJSU. $435/mo. 836-7961
responsible 1 parking. Yard.
Hardwood floors 551-553 So 61h. LARGE ROOM ins clean, quiet
$1000 & up Peter 408-746-1900 private home near SJSU. Full
house prrdleges including kitchen
SPACIOUS 1 & 2 BDRM APTS. & W/D. Female preferred, NS4D/P
Live in luxury & walk to school! $550/mo. 408-998-1924
We offer a pool, spa, sauna, full
gym, on -site management, all 2 ROOMS W/ SHARED BA/RN
appliances included, central A/C 0 $600 ea incl. utils. & use of
Stop by today for a tour.
shared home, 10 min to SJSU.
Open Monday thru Saturday. near Alum Rock Av. Info: call
THE COLONNADE
Billie True 0 408-259-6939.
201 So 4th St. 408-279-3639
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted
to share 5 bedroom house. One
block from SJSU $530/month
Call Kan 0 408-497-4281
EDITOR / TUTOR: proofreading.
rewriting, help with writing and
organizing. Tutoring in English.
literature. writing, reading, &
PROFESSIONAL WORD
math through beginning algebra.
PROCESSING
www.tutoringandediting.corn
Theses, Term Papers
925-399-5098
Group Projects. etc
New Smile Choice Dental Plan
All formats, including APA
(includes cosmetic) $69.00 per
Experienced. Dependable
year. Save 30% - 60%. For info
Quick Return. Call Linda
call 1-800-655-3225 or
(408) 264-4504.
vAAv.studentdental.corn or
www.goldenwestdentatcom

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

Two
Days
$7

408-924-3277

PHN:

-

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

One
Day
$5

7

clothes are made that are sold stimulate the realization of
with the Spartan head on them," unjust working conditions to our
Weaver said. "We put our trade- campus," he said.
mark on them, but we should
Spartan Bookstore has folknow first if the merchandise is lowed the regulations set by the
Fair
Trade Association for a cousweatshop-free."
There are 92 universities ple of years now, said Alex Dale,
involved with Worker Rights the buyer of computers for the
Consortium that helped the Kuk- bookstore.
"Thanks to meetings like this,
dong workers fight their South
we can bring everything out in
Korean-owned factory.
"It is difficult to believe that it the open," he said. "The bookstore
is the 21st century and we still requires codes of conduct when
buying merchandise, and as long
have slavery-type issues going on as
we are working towards the
that are supported by the U.S.," same goals then I don’t believe we
said Mazin Hijazi, a freshman need to join the Worker Rights
political science major.
Consortium in order to be politiAlthough San Jose State Uni- cally correct."
versity was not directly involved
The annual cost for SJSU to
with overcoming sweatshop condi- join the Worker Rights Consortions at the Kukdong factory, Stu- tium would be $1,000. The Students for Justice wanted to help dents for Justice group has
celebrate its victory, Weaver said.
already found people to volunteer
"We are piggybacking on their to pay for the first year of mem
celebration in hopes that it will bership, Weaver said.

CLASSIFIED

The SPARTAN DAILY
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
makes no claim for products Part-time work available with
or services advertised below flexible
hours (5-30 hours/week)
nor is there any guarantee
Internships possible
Implied. The classified
All
majors may apply
columns of the Spartan Daily
Scholarships awarded annually
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
Some conditions apply
approved or verified by the
Start at 17.25 BASE- appt.
newspaper.
Earn $85 - $500 per week
Gain valuable experience in
customer service & sales
No experience necessary
Extensive training provided
Endorsed by National
Academic Advisory Board
WIRELESS SALES The Mobile Call 615-1500
lOarn -4pm
Solution offers top commissions www workforstudents.com/sjsu
and flexible hours. Perfect for
money hungry college students CUSTOMER SERVICE SALES
who want to make big cash in Immediate positions available in
little time. Retail exp required. busy year-round Swim school.
Interviewing now! Contact AM/PM/Weekday/Saturday
408-286-5090
positions available. Must have
strong computer skills and
Great On-Campus Job!
excellent telephone personality.
DELIVERY PERSON NEEDED Complimentary athletic memStarting Spring Semester 2001. bership included. Apply at AVAC
The Spartan Daily is looking for a Swim School 5400 Camden
delivery person to work mornings Ave. SJ 95124. 408-445-4918
from 7am-gam, delivering the Now interviewing!!! Call today!!!
Spartan Daily to news stands on
campus Must have a valid Cal. CATERING - Want to work at
Drivers License. Apply at the some of the most fun & exciting
Spartan Daily, Dwight Bentel Hall, parties in the Bay Area? Catered
Rm 203 Call Kathy @ 924-3277. Too is now hiring friendly and
professional individuals to join
EXP TUTORS NEEDED NOW our catering team. Earn money
for all grades and subjects. & have fun at the same time.
Prefer strong English & Math. Starting pay varies with experiMon. thru Fri. 3pm to 8pm. ence. Flexible hours. Please
Paying $1000. cash monthly. contact Alia at 295-6819.
Call Ms. Scott, 408-225-5247.
PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS
FOOD SERVICE, Espresso Bar, HOPE Rehabilitation Services,
Host, PT avail Lunch or dinners. a non-profit agency which offers
Busy restaurant in S’vale. $10.00- a variety of quality services for
$10.25 to start. Call Wendy 0 adults who have developmental
733-9331 or 733-9446.
disabilities has part and full time
omortunibes. EOE/AA
ACCOUNTING STUDENT
emet7npnearlon:
itnstAssist
neilc
needed to review tax returns. at
with daily living skills, such
local tax firm. No exp needed.
as grocery shopping PT,
Pay $10/hour or $10+ DOE.
$10/hour. Must have own
Fax resume 408-879-9184.
transportation. Roommate:
Free rent in exchange for 5
GROOMER’S ASST./KENNEL
overnights, 10 hours/week
help needed for small exclusive
training with client.
shop and kennel, PT, Tues-Sat.
Call LYNNE: (408) 282-0415.
Must be reliable, honest, able
Instructor:
Implement day
to do physical work. Prefer exp
activity program in team
working w/ dogs, but will train.
environment, assist clients in
Great oppty for dog lover Can
job training. FT. $1785/month
FAX resume to 408/377-0109
& excellent benefits. 1:1 Aide:
or Call 371-9115.
Supervise clients with special
needs in day program. 8amGIRLS Pit AFTER-SCHOOL
1:30pm or 9:30am-3pm. M -F.
COUNSELORS positions 10-15
$10/hr. Substitute: Day activity
hours/week, $10/hour. Cover
program. PT. $10/hour.
letter and resume to Dept. MD,
Call CATHY (408) 282-0459.
Fax 408-287-8025. Email:
Coach: Provide job
personnel@gidscoutsofscc.org. Job
training for clients at work site
See: wswrgirlscoutsofscc.org for
in community. Clean DMV, CA
detail; & other positions. AA/EOE.
drivers’ lic, own transportation.
51995/’no & excellent benefits.
DRIVING INSTRUCTORS
Call:
Valerie (408) 748-2890.
Immed openings, full or part
Please visit our website al www.
time. Will train, must be 21
hopedirectorgemployment html.
$12.00/hr to start 768-0566.
All majors welcome
RECEPTIONIST, flexible
scheduling. 768-0566.
CALL CENTER ASST MANAGER
& TRAINER needed immediately.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH
Must be self -motivated and
Up to $600/month
energetic! Comp knowledge a +
Become a Sperm Donor
Healthy males, 19-40 years old Fax resume to 408-494-0209
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
$GET PAID For Your OpinionsIS
Contact California Cryobank
Eam $15-$125 & more per survey!
1-650-324-1900, M -F. 8430
vAsw.money4opinions.com
DELIVERY DRIVERS
Wear costume 0
935-$85/11R1
Party rental business. Perfect
FUN! Must
for Students! Earn $250 eve events 4 kids, S Rey + SF
avail vikods. No exp
have
car,
be
weekend! Must have reliable
W
tran
Call
831-457-8166.
req’d.
truck or van. Heavy lifting is
required. 408-292-7876
COMPUTER, Internet People
wanted to work online, PT/FT
BEHAVIOR TUTORS to work w/
$25-$75/hr. Free Booklet.
children w/ autism. Competitive
1-800-437-9165.
pay Flex hours Psy, Ed, OT. Sp
vAvw.liveldefullycom.
Ed, Child Dev & related fields
Anjlee 408-945-2336, mention ad
$ HOLIDAY WORK $
FLEXIBLE PART-TIME
Experienced
WAITERS
BARTENDERS
Special Event Staffing
408-280-2727
The Party Staff

said.
Schools nationwide began
organizing a group, Worker
Rights Consortium, which protected the workers in places such
as Kukdong.
The commission provides a
protocol in which college and university apparel sold in bookstores
be fully investigated before purchased.
Aside from the commission’s
support with the United States,
they also backed the Kukdong
workers’ success in building an
independent union.
"We formed a union that was
by us and solely for us," Tepepa
said. "When merging international support, we will all win."
This Kukdong case is the first
time that an independent union
effort in Mexico’s factory industry
has succeeded in displacing a protection union and the first time

campus community
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a.s. computer services center
Grand Opening on Dec.10,2001

100 Computer station lab
Laptop rental
Wireless computing
Service counter

